Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Exercises are important when learning mathematics, especially if we really want to understand something. We can find many exercises of various levels in textbooks. However, solving exercises in textbooks can be difficult for some students who are not good at calculations. Teachers must prepare and mark various levels of exercises for students. Feedback to students after evaluation should be given quickly; however, for many students, evaluation is very hard work for teachers. Recently, web-based assessment systems that use a computer algebra system (CAS), e.g., Moodle with Stack \[[@CR1]\], which uses the Maxima \[[@CR2]\] open source computer algebra system, and the Möbius platform \[[@CR3]\] with Maple \[[@CR4]\], have become popular. Creating exercises for web-based educational system has been investigated by Yoshitomi \[[@CR5]\], where he attempted to generate question data for linear algebra. However, with web-based systems, there are problems related to inputting and evaluating mathematical formulas. Some studies have investigated mathematical input methods, e.g., \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\]. However, there is no standard method for typical usage. In addition, handwritten work is important when considering and solving mathematical problems.

We would like to exploit the power of CAS to create mathematical exercises with auto multiple choice (AMC), which was developed by Alexis Bienvenüe \[[@CR10]\]. AMC is open source software for creating and managing multiple choice questionnaires with automated marking. ![](495991_1_En_41_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e593} is the native AMC language for questionnaire descriptions. The potential of AMC has been examined by many researchers and educators, e.g., \[[@CR11]\] and \[[@CR12]\]. Milana Lima dos Santos et al. presented results from the application of examination papers for engineering courses developed using Matlab/Octave scripts and the AMC, \[[@CR13]\]. The first and second author presented the applications of AMC at the workshop in Japan, \[[@CR19]\].

We use Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figf_HTML.gif){#d30e611} \[[@CR14]\] for AMC. Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figg_HTML.gif){#d30e617} is an extended version of pdf ![](495991_1_En_41_Figh_HTML.gif){#d30e620} that uses Lua as an embedded scripting language. Lua \[[@CR15]\] is a powerful and lightweight scripting language, that supports procedural programming and data descriptions. Using Lua's "table" data structure, we can implement arrays, records, lists, queues and sets efficiently.

In addition, we can embed Maxima scripts into Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figi_HTML.gif){#d30e628} source. Maxima is the most famous general purpose open source computer algebra system (cf. \[[@CR16]\]). By creating exercises using Maxima, we can generate various calculus problems with random coefficients or terms. By offering various practice problem pattern and facilitating discussions for each student, we expect sufficient educational effects of providing opportunities to communicate about mathematical concepts and algorithms among students.

AMC and CAS {#Sec2}
===========

AMC is a set of utilities that use of multiple choice questionnaires written in plain text or ![](495991_1_En_41_Figj_HTML.gif){#d30e639} , as well automated correction and grading from scans of answer sheets using optical mark recognition. The following software packages are required to use AMC: ![](495991_1_En_41_Figk_HTML.gif){#d30e642} , the ImageMagick image processing libraries, OpenCV, and Perl with Gtk2-Perl and Glade::XML for the graphical user interface. AMC has effective documentation, the developers of AMC operate a community support website and French and English user forums.

For users who are not ready to use ![](495991_1_En_41_Figl_HTML.gif){#d30e647} , AMC includes a filter to process simple plain text files in AMC-TXT format, which is a type of markdown script. However, we embed CAS script in ![](495991_1_En_41_Figm_HTML.gif){#d30e650} code (we do not use AMC-TXT). AMC can create questions and answers in random order for each sheet, and we can distribute unique exercises for each student. Mathematical questions with randomized statements are supported by the original AMC with the fp ![](495991_1_En_41_Fign_HTML.gif){#d30e653} package or Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figo_HTML.gif){#d30e656} . However, these are for random coefficients of fixed or floating point numbers, (not rational numbers), and they do not support mathematical symbolic formulations. Thus we must create naturally symbolic formulated exercises with rational numbers. Initially, it may a little time to create problems, because of the incomprehensible error messages of ![](495991_1_En_41_Figp_HTML.gif){#d30e659} and CAS. However, we can recycle sets of questions easily. Using automated grading and creating answers, teacher's time is much saved. We found that students are less likely to give up when using the proposed approach, in fact, even after the lecture, many students didn't give up for solving problems.

In the following, we describe a simple example. In this source code, we changed the mark box to an oval using the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figq_HTML.gif){#d30e664} ![](495991_1_En_41_Figr_HTML.gif){#d30e667} command, and the script of code acquisition was omitted. Code acquisition can be performed easily using the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figs_HTML.gif){#d30e670} ![](495991_1_En_41_Figt_HTML.gif){#d30e673} command, e.g., to allow each student to enter her/his student id on an answer sheet.

The ![](495991_1_En_41_Figu_HTML.gif){#d30e678} ![](495991_1_En_41_Figv_HTML.gif){#d30e681} command produces as many distinct realizations of the test as desired (10 in our case).

We used Maxima in Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figx_HTML.gif){#d30e690} to create exercises. Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figy_HTML.gif){#d30e693} supports Lua as embedded scripting. The io.popen() function of Lua is used to execute command line arguments. Note that this function is system dependent and is not available on all platforms. We used MathLibre \[[@CR17]\] or the Debian GNU/Linux 10.3 "buster" release. One of the authors (Y. Nakagawa) is currently checking Lua scripting under Microsoft Windows (with some modifications). Lua ![](495991_1_En_41_Figz_HTML.gif){#d30e702} supports the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figaa_HTML.gif){#d30e706} command, which can sometimes be tricky. When executing Lua code within ![](495991_1_En_41_Figab_HTML.gif){#d30e709} using the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figac_HTML.gif){#d30e712} command, there is no easy way to use the percent character, and counting backslashes can be difficult. We used ![](495991_1_En_41_Figad_HTML.gif){#d30e715} environments and the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figae_HTML.gif){#d30e718} command from the luacode package \[[@CR18]\]. We set the default ![](495991_1_En_41_Figaf_HTML.gif){#d30e725} engine using " ![](495991_1_En_41_Figag_HTML.gif){#d30e728} " in AMC preferences to execute CAS script[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

First, we call the environment ![](495991_1_En_41_Figaj_HTML.gif){#d30e743} in our ![](495991_1_En_41_Figak_HTML.gif){#d30e746} source code.

The following ![](495991_1_En_41_Figam_HTML.gif){#d30e755} command is used to evaluate variables as ![](495991_1_En_41_Figan_HTML.gif){#d30e758} output. To fix the random seed to obtain the same results across different typesetting, we must set random seed after the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figap_HTML.gif){#d30e765}

We define the new ![](495991_1_En_41_Figar_HTML.gif){#d30e774} function in ![](495991_1_En_41_Figas_HTML.gif){#d30e777} . In this script, ![](495991_1_En_41_Figat_HTML.gif){#d30e780} is the argument for an arbitrary Maxima script.

We used Maxima in the article. However many of CASs support ![](495991_1_En_41_Figav_HTML.gif){#d30e789} formatting conventions; thus you can use your preferred CAS, e.g., Sage, Maple, or Mathematica.

Example {#Sec3}
=======

The following example is a partial differentiation exercise. Here, coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$a, b, s, t$$\end{document}$ in this script are random numbers created using the Lua  ![](495991_1_En_41_Figaz_HTML.gif){#d30e815} function. The string concatenation operator in Lua is denoted by two dots ('..'), the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figba_HTML.gif){#d30e818} function represents an exponential function and diff(*expr, x*) returns the derivative of *expr* relative to variable *x* in Maxima.

The result of upper script is here (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1.A question for partial differentiation

Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

This paper has proposed an automated approach to create several patterns of calculus exercises for different students at the undergraduate level. The primary advantages of the proposed approach are summarized as follows:Initially, it may take a little time to create problems using this system. However with random coefficients and the CAS, we can recycle sets of questions, easily.The proposed approach provides different types of problems for different student.The proposed approach facilitates discussions about different problems for each student, and it provides opportunities to communicate about mathematical concepts and algorithms.We found that students are less likely to give up when using the proposed approach.

We believe that automatically creating mathematical exercises at appropriate levels is significant challenge in mathematical software research.

The Scripts demonstrated in this paper are available at the GitHub public repository \[[@CR20]\].

Enabling "shell-escape" by default is dangerous, because it makes the ![](495991_1_En_41_Figah_HTML.gif){#d30e734} binary execute arbitrary shell commands in ![](495991_1_En_41_Figai_HTML.gif){#d30e737} files.
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